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Energy 360

Rumbles
Rumbles SFX-Instrument is
another unique concept specially
developed for easy sound design. This
instrument contains 61 original sounds
and textures of rumbles used for
anything coming out from space or for
earthquakes, machineries, room
control, engine rooms and so on.
So get ready to rumble.

Every SFX-Instrument of
this collection contains 61
original sound effects.

The «Rumbles SFX-Instrument»
contains 61 original long samples
distributed from C1 to C6 keys.
By activating the "Select Midi" button,
each key will bring up its own "Main
Control". You will have the
opportunity to change the sound
settings for each sample. For example
by pressing the C2 key, the Rumble-13
sample bring up it own «main
control». You can now adjust the Tune,
EQ , Volume, Filter, etc. without
altering the other sounds that are on
the other keys.
Surround panner
There are many «workers» inside the
heart of Rumbles. Three LFOs are
work together with the Surround
panner and randomly assigned to
angle, «Y» and distance to produce a
surround sound effect that comes from
all sides.
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Now mix it! By combining different
rumbles sound effects among themselves,
it offers you the possibility to hear many
other original sounds.
Overview:
-Rumbles SFX-Instruments
-61 original samples
-24 bit / 96kHz - Stereo wav format
-Surround panner configuration (SP)
(L-R-Ls-Rs-C-LFE)
-Kontakt 4.2.4+
-Logic EXS24 (Stereo)
Installation:
KONTAKT:
There are no special installation to use
this product. Just unzip and copy the
entire folder of the instrument to the
place that suits you. You must maintain
the organizational structure within the
file of the instrument. This is very
important for the smooth operation of
the instrument. Kontakt 4+ users can
enjoy the UI using the automation
features of Kontakt. Kontakt 3 is not
support.
EXS24:
Unzip the file and copy the entire folder
from instrument to ~ / Library /
Application Support / Logic / Sampler
Instruments / as recommended in the
manual for Logic Pro.
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The Main Control Panel can simply
access directly and quickly to important
parameters of each of the 61 groups of
the instrument.

UI Controls
Main Control Panel
The Main Control Panel is the heart of SFX Instruments
(Kontakt Version 4+) and is composed of knobs that affect
parameters such as volume, panorama and "tune". It also
includes controls of the envelope, equalizer and filter. The
Main Control Panel is assigned to each of the sixty-one keys
of an SFX-Instrument by the «MIDI Select» button (or popup groups list) making it a «super SFX-Instrument»
combining sixty-one Control Panels totally independent.
Each of the keys will have its own settings in memory (Vol,
Pan, Tune, Eq, Env, Filter). In addition, to ensure maximum
control and speed, the Main Control Panel allows you to
control its parameters in realtime from outside of Kontakt for
example using the automation system of your sequencer or
data generated by an external MIDI controller, you will have
the opportunity to easily select and assign (or remove) the
sources of appropriate automation.
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